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Introduction
In this guide, you will find all the information you need to complete a purchase at Zamnesia using BitCanna as your payment
method. The guide starts with an introduction about BitCanna.
Next is the installation of the different digital wallets, and the
usage of said wallets. You will need the wallet to send, receive,
and store your BitCanna coins (BCNA). After successfully installing the desired wallet, the guide will show you how to buy BCNA
coins, and how to pay with them at Zamnesia.
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What is BitCanna?
BitCanna is a payment solution initiated by the cannabis industry. Most banks, credit card companies, and payment providers won’t handle money generated by the cannabis industry, even though it’s completely legal. To address this problem,
BitCanna created a platform to provide a decentralised payment network for the legal cannabis industry, by means of the
BitCanna coin (BCNA). This coin can be used as a payment
method. BitCanna is very proud to have Zamnesia as its first
partner to accept BitCanna as a payment method. To pay
with BitCanna at Zamnesia, you will need the following:

• BitCanna coins (BCNA) > This is the currency you’ll use to pay
for purchases. BitCanna’s service is revolutionary for the legal
cannabis industry. It makes every effort to develop services
that are as user-friendly as possible. BitCanna is aware that,
at the moment, not everything has the level of user-friendliness that it aims for. However, BitCanna will continue to improve and optimise the process to increase adaptability in
the future.

• The BitCanna Lite or Mobile Wallet > You need a digital wallet to be able to store, send, and receive BitCanna coins. At
the moment, the BitCanna mobile app is only available for
Android on the Google Play Store. The Lite Wallet is available
for Windows and Mac.
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BitCanna Lite Wallet Guide
Introduction

BitCanna Lite Wallet installation

The Lite Wallet is an easy-to-use desktop wallet that provides
a secure way to pay your Zamnesia order. You can use it to
store, send, and receive BitCanna coins.

Step 1: Download the Lite Wallet by clicking on the button below.
Make sure to choose the download that fits your operating system (Windows or Mac).

Please note that you are the sole owner of your wallet. BitCanna can’t access wallets or funds, nor recover wallets.
Your wallet is only recoverable through your own backup
and password. Therefore, it is very important to store your
password and backup in a safe place. This is the only way to
recover your wallet or transfer your wallet to a new device.
This guide also covers how to store your backup safely.

DOWNLOAD

DOWNLOAD

Step 2: Launch the Lite Wallet executable. This will start the installation process. When it is finished, the Lite Wallet will launch
automatically.
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Step 3: Click on “Create New”. This will create a new BitCanna
Wallet.
Note: If you already created a wallet and decide to create a
new wallet, the old wallet will be overwritten. If you have the
password and backup of your old wallet, you will be able to
regain access. You can also access your old wallet with your
Private Key.

Step 4: When creating a new wallet, you can create your own
label. This is the ‘name’ of your wallet. It doesn’t matter what
you name it, example: Mywallet1 or LetsGetHigh.
In addition, you must create a password that meets the following requirements:
• At least 8 characters long
• At least 1 uppercase character (A-Z)
• At least 1 digit (0-9)
• At least 1 special character (~`!@#$%^^&*()_-+=[]{}:;”’\|<>.,/?)
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Step 5: Make sure to write down your password and store
it somewhere safe, other than your current computer (for
example, in a text document on a USB-drive or a password
manager). You need to store it because you can’t change
this password. You are the sole owner of your wallet. BitCanna can’t access wallets, funds within, nor recover wallets or
passwords. In the Lite Wallet tour below, we will show you
how to create a backup.
Congratulations, you successfully created your Lite Wallet!
Next up is the Lite Wallet tour, where we explain how to make
a backup, and how to send and receive BCNA coins. Please
do not skip making a backup, as this is very important. We
will explain multiple ways to ensure you can regain access
to your wallet if something happens to your computer, for
example.
Click here for the ‘Mobile Wallet Guide’.

Click here for the ‘How to buy BitCanna?’.
Click here for the ‘How to use BitCanna as a payment method
at Zamnesia?’.
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BitCanna Lite Wallet tour

Send

Overview

On this tab you can execute a transaction. When you want
to pay at Zamnesia, you fill in the address and the amount of
BCNA that is shown by Zamnesia. Click “SEND BCNA” to finalize
the transaction. You could also use this function to send BitCanna coins (BCNA) to other addresses. For example from
your Lite Wallet to your Mobile Wallet.
Note: A small fee of 0.0001 BCNA is charged for sending a
transaction. This fee is included automatically.

On this tab you can find your current BitCanna balance, latest
transactions, and different offers from BitCanna partners.
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Receive

Transactions

On this tab, you can find all the information you need to receive BitCanna coins (BCNA). You can easily copy your address
with the left button. With the right button, you can view your
personal QR code and export it to share with others.

On this tab, you will have an overview of all your transactions. By
clicking on the transaction you can get more detailed information about them. You can also search for transactions by using
the search bar.
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Support

Settings and Back-up

On this tab, you can find BitCanna’s contact details in case
you need help or have any other questions. You can always
contact BitCanna at info@bitcanna.io

In the “General” tab, you are able to change the settings to
match your preferences.
In the “Settings” tab, you are able to back-up your wallet and
your private key. You must back-up your wallet and save
your private key.
To store your private key click “show” and copy the key that
appears. Save it in a text document on a USB-stick or in a
password manager for example.
Next, click “Backup” (the green button) and save this file on a
USB-stick, or any other location than your current computer.
Also, when you created your wallet, you set a password. In
case you haven’t saved this password yet somewhere safe,
please do so now.
Do not share your private key, back-up and password with
anyone!
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Why is creating a backup, and saving your private key and
password so important?
If you forget your password, you can still access your wallet
using the private key.
In case you want to move your wallet to another computer, you
will need your backup in combination with your password in order to ‘install’ the wallet on your new computer. You could also
use your private key to ‘install’ the wallet on your new computer.
You now have multiple ways to regain access to your wallet in
case something happens to your computer, such as a crash.

You have completed the Lite Wallet tour. Next up is the
Mobile Wallet! If you would like to skip the Mobile Wallet,
please:
> Click here for the ‘Mobile Wallet Guide’.
> Click here for the ‘How to buy BitCanna?’.
> Click here for the ‘How to use BitCanna as a payment
method at Zamnesia?’.

If you lose your password and private Key, you will lose
access to your wallet and your funds within. BitCanna can’t
access wallets, funds within nor recover wallets.
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BitCanna Mobile Wallet Guide
Introduction

BitCanna Mobile Wallet installation

At the moment, the Mobile Wallet is only available for Android
in the Google Play store. You can use the Mobile Wallet to pay
for your order at Zamnesia. It is important to realize that you
can’t import your Lite Wallet into your Mobile Wallet, or vice-versa. They are not connected, because they are separate
wallets.

Step 1: Go to the Play Store and search for BitCanna or click
here.

Please note that you are the sole owner of your mobile
wallet. BitCanna can’t access wallets or funds nor recover
wallets. Your mobile wallet is only recoverable through your
recovery phrase. Therefore it is very important to store your
recovery phrase in a safe place. This is the only way to
recover your mobile wallet or transfer your mobile wallet to
a new device.

Step 2: Download the BitCanna app.
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Step 3: After downloading you will be able to set up your
Mobile Wallet. Create a new wallet.

Step 4: Copy the recovery phrase and store it somewhere
safely (for example on a USB-stick or write it down and store it
somewhere safe). The recovery phrase used to recover your
Mobile Wallet or transfer your wallet to a new device.
It’s important to note that you are the sole owner of your
Mobile Wallet. BitCanna can’t access your account, recover
it or access your funds.
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Step 5: Repeat the recovery phrase in the correct order.

Step 6: Choose your verification code. This code will be used to
access your wallet. This ensures an easy and safe login. If you
lose your verification code, you can recover your wallet with
your recovery phrase.
Step 7: Confirm your verification code.
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Congratulations, you have successfully created your Mobile
Wallet. Next, is a short tour of the Mobile Wallet functions.
If you would like to skip the tour, please:
> Click here for the ‘How to buy BitCanna?’.
> Click here for the ‘How to use BitCanna as a payment
method at Zamnesia?’.
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BitCanna Mobile Wallet tour

Pay

Overview

Go to the “Pay” tab when you want to execute a payment.

The primary function of the Mobile wallet is to store, send and
receive BitCanna coins on your Mobile.

You can choose between two options when transferring BCNA to
another BCNA address:
1. You can scan the provided QR code. This is the easiest		
option.
2. You can also manually fill in the BCNA address of the 		
recipient. After entering the address you can fill in the de
sired amount of BCNA. Press ‘Pay’ to finalize the transacti
on.
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Receive

History

This tab shows your wallet address and QR code. If you press
the ‘Copy’ button, the address is automatically copied to your
clipboard. This makes it very easy to share your BCNA address
with others.

Once you successfully paid, or received a payment, you are
able to see your transactions in the “History” tab. The amount
(in BCNA) and the recipient’s address will be shown.
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How to buy BitCanna Coins (BCNA)?
> Click here for ‘How to use BitCanna as a payment method
at Zamnesia?’
Introduction
To pay through BitCanna’s decentralised payment network,
you need BitCanna coins, also known as BCNA. You can buy
them directly with a credit card through our partner Indacoin.
Coming up, we will explain exactly how you can acquire BCNA
coins with a credit card.

licence. This process only occurs the first time. If you wish to buy
more coins in the future with the same credit card, you won’t
have to do KYC again. Your documents will be automatically
verified within a few minutes.

The price of BCNA can fluctuate, and BitCanna’s payment
system runs on transaction costs of 0.0001 BCNA; therefore, it
is important to order a little more BCNA than necessary when
making your initial purchase. This way, you’ll ensure you have
enough coins to complete your purchase. As a minimum order of $50 is required, it’s easy to cover the cost of both your
purchase and the negligible transaction fee. The surplus of
coins can be stored in your wallet for your next order.
For legal reasons, the purchase of BCNA through Indacoin
requires Know Your Customer (KYC) authentication. You will
need to provide a copy of your ID-card, passport, or driver’s
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Step 1: First, go to https://www.bitcanna.io/buy-bitcannawith-credit-card/
Step 2: Enter your personal details, your email address and
your BCNA wallet address (you can find your BCNA wallet address in the Lite wallet or Mobile wallet under the “Receive” tab,
depending on which wallet you use), and enter the amount of
BCNA you wish to purchase.

Step 3: Agree to the Terms & Conditions and click “BUY”. This
will redirect you to our partner Indacoin, who facilitates the
payment process.

Note: If you want to ensure you purchase the right amount of
BCNA for your order, please head to “How to use BitCanna as
a payment method at Zamnesia” and create your order. After creating the order, it will show how much BCNA you need
to pay. You can now fill in the correct amount of BCNA and
continue below with step 3 of “How to buy BitCanna coins
(BCNA)”.
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Step 4: Enter your personal details, agree to the Terms of Use
and Privacy Policy and continue.

Step 5: Enter your credit card details, agree to the Terms of
Use and Privacy Policy and continue. Now the payment process will start. It varies per bank whether you need to perform additional actions to complete the payment.
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Step 6: Complete the Phone number validation. You can either
get a text message or a call with a code. Insert the code and
continue.

Step 7: Click the “press to continue” button to start the onetime KYC process. The extent of the KYC process depends
on the number of coins purchased and from which country
it is purchased. Please follow the instructions shown on your
screen. Most of the time, you will just need to upload the front
and back of your proof of identification and provide a photo
of your face. The system will verify your screenshots and the
photo. This process takes about 2-3 minutes, stay on the page
until it says your documents have been verified.
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Step 8: After completing the KYC it could take up to 15 minutes for your coins to be sent to your wallet. You can head
back to the transaction status page of Indacoin by pressing
the button in the top left corner. If you haven’t received any
coins within 1 hour, please contact Indacoin support using
the livechat function on their website. Alternatively, send an
e-mail to info@bitcanna.io
Step 9: Now check your wallet to see if your coins have arrived.
Please note that it could take a couple of minutes after Indacoin has approved the transaction. Your coins will show in the
top left of your lite wallet, or on the dashboard of your mobile
wallet, depending on which wallet you’re using.
Great! You have acquired BCNA! Next up, is how to pay at
Zamnesia with BCNA.
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How to use BitCanna as a payment
method at Zamnesia?
Introduction
BitCanna is very happy to have Zamnesia as its first partner to accept BCNA as a payment method. This is a major
milestone—not only for BitCanna, but the cannabis industry as a whole—as it makes businesses less dependent on
current financial services. Before you start your payment,
please make sure you have installed the Lite or Mobile Wallet. Also, make sure you own enough BCNA coins to complete
the purchase.

Guide
Step 1: Choose BitCanna as your payment method.
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Step 2: Check the summary of your order, confirm the terms
and conditions and click the confirm button to continue. Make
sure you have enough BCNA coins to complete the payment. You can check how many coins you need at step 3.

Step 3: After confirming, a new screen will pop up with the amount
of BCNA you need to pay and Zamnesia’s wallet address. You have 1
hour to send the right amount of BCNA from your Mobile or Lite Wallet. If you scan the QR-code with your Mobile Wallet, you will automatically send the right amount. If you pay without QR-code, make
sure to send the exact amount, which is displayed on your screen.
Otherwise, your transaction will not be processed.
Please don’t send any funds from the exchange or from Indacoin
(the place where you buy BCNA with a credit card) directly! Due
to the possibly longer processing times, the funds will not arrive
on time. You need to send the funds from your wallet.
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Please don’t send any funds from the exchange or from Indacoin (the place you buy BCNA with a credit card) directly! Due
to the possibly longer process times, the funds will not arrive
on time. You need to send the funds from your wallet.
Step 4: After sending the right amount of BCNA, Zamnesia
will confirm your payment. This can take up to 3 minutes.
Please be patient.

Step 5: If you send the coins in time, your payment will be
confirmed. You will also be able to see the transaction on the
blockchain explorer. If you don’t manage to send the coins in
1 hour, the transaction will be cancelled. You will be able to try
again by placing a new order.
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Congratulations! You have successfully completed the transaction. Thank you for supporting the cannabis industry.
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FAQ
What happens when the 1 hour timer runs out?
If you send your payment before the timer runs out, your payment will still be accepted. You will get a pop-up which will
display “Your payment has timed-out”. However, if you take
a look at your order status, it will say “payment accepted”. Of
course, you will still have to wait a few minutes until the payment is confirmed until it will display this status.
How much BCNA do I need to pay for my order?
The amount of BCNA you need will be displayed after you have
confirmed your order summary. This will also start the timer of
1 hour to complete your payment. It is advisable to check first
how much BCNA you need for the payment, so you know what
amount you have to purchase.
Why is there a transaction fee?
Every transaction made with the BitCanna payment method
will have a transactional fee.
This fee is so small it is negligible. The fees are variable based
on the occupation of the payment network. The transaction
fee will be around 0,0001 BCNA per transaction.
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Thank you for reading our guide. If you would like to stay up to
date on our development please feel free to follow us on our
channels:
Twitter
Telegram
Github
If you would like to know more about BitCanna and how we
aim to revolutionize payments in the cannabis industry, feel
free to read our whitepaper.
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